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LAMP LIGHTING GUIDE
Table Lamps, Desk Lamps, and Floor Lamps are an easy way to add style and ambiance to your new or

tasks like reading, working, or studying.

Before looking to add ceiling lights or any other lights that require an electrician to work on your home or
space…why not add a simple lamp into the mix!

There are three main categories of lamps, and each has many use cases in which they are designed and
intended to be used.

LAMP TYPES

CONTACT US

LAMP GUIDE FAQS

What to Consider when Buying a Lamp?

Can I use LED Bulbs in my Lamp?
Yes, you can use an LED bulb in just about any socket.
There are no “compatibility” obstacles. The only obstacle
is having a dimmer that is properly matched with your
LED bulb.

What are some Important Features of Lamps?
There are several important features to consider when
choosing a lamp, including its size and shape, the type
of bulb it uses, the type of light it provides, and its level
of adjustability. Also, consider the lamp's material,
maintenance, and cleaning ease.

What are Three Factors that Could Alter the
Average Rated Life of a Lamp?

rated life.

How do you Pick the Right Lamp?
The right lamp for you will depend on several factors,
including your personal style and the purpose of the room.
Here are some things to consider when selecting a lamp:
(Room Function), (Size), (Style), and (Light Quality)

When looking to buy a lamp, it is essential to take into
account several key considerations. These may include:
the size and style of the lamp, the type of bulb you want to
use, the brightness and color temperature of the light, the
intended use of the lamp, and the power source.

LAMP OPTIONS

LED integrated:
Many do not want to worry about light bulbs anymore, and
integrated options are a great way to do so. To look for a lamp
with an integrated LED light source, simply look for lamps
that do not have sockets.

Dimmer Switch:
Dimming is an important feature for most people, why? Lighting

relaxing, matching the time of day, or just want less or more
light for any given circumstance

Switch Location and Switch Type:
Everyone loves convenience and user mindfulness in design.

an important feature that some just get stuck with when a
lamp is purchased.

Touch Sensor Controls:
A new feature with lamps of all categories is a touch
sensor switch. You can tap and move your finger as if you
were touching a touchscreen phone

“Old Fashioned” 3-way bulb
With more modern control systems and switches, this is not as typical anymore, but for socket-based lamps, a 3-way bulb

simply have three lighting intensity options and you modify this by the switch that is built into the socket!

Built-in outlet:
Lamps with built-in outlets are simply convenient for people
wanting to plug in something like a laptop, phone charger, or
anything else that may need power/charging while using or 
not using the lamp.

you need them for

BUDGETING

amping up an already existing space, there are a couple of things to keep in mind 
among functionality being #1. Usually, lamps come as an afterthought or are not 
really budgeted in a home “Lighting Budget.” The price of lamps can fluctuate 
depending on materials, source (brand), LED integrated or not, and the options we 
discussed above. Originality, handmade aspects, and uniqueness can also cause 
price fluctuations.

spaces online and in our showrooms! Our lighting showrooms have countless 
lamps to look at in person. Often lamps are more realistic to buy in person 
because you want to see and touch what you are buying and you want to make 
sure it has those options you desire! Some may not have access to a 
showroom, allow us to walk you through or collaborate with you on what 
exactly you are looking for and why you are looking for it!

SIZE

Choosing the right size lamp whether it be on a table or floor is highly important. 
Find the maximum height you can comfortably add to the space. The only thing 
from a width standpoint is the shade (if there is shade) and sometimes the base 
body. Shades sometimes take up more space than intended. Visualize and place 
your lamp(s) in the spaces you desire, do not guess. For a floor lamp, think about 

how and why you are placing that lamp there.

WHY BUTLER?

DESK LAMPS

CURREY AND COMPANY
Currey and Company |

6000-0780 | Frey Collection
| Bronze / Dark | One

Light Desk Lamp

TABLE LAMPS

FLOOR LAMPS

Desk Lamps are typically used for what they are named for, a desk. Depending on

lamp selection focuses on adjustability and control systems.

Desk
Functionality

Adjustability
Priority

Control
Systems

and detail to your space. Table lamps enhance lighting and visual appeal in living
spaces.

Versatile
Table Lighting

Elegant
Entryway Addition

Enhanced
Visuals

Floor Lamps allow for a lot of design options and functionality use cases! There
are typical floor lamps and oversized floor lamps that up a space's modern appeal.
These are great for reading/focus lighting in one seated area.

Design
Versatility

Modern 
Appeal

Focused
Lighting

CURREY AND COMPANY
Currey and Company |

6000-0802 | Bessbrook
Collection | Bronze / Dark

| One Light Table Lamp

CAL LIGHTING
Cal Lighting | BO-3008FL

| Lenox Collection | Bronze
/ Dark | Three Light Floor

Lamp
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